
Darshan Jagtap
Co Division Leader - MEP

He's been working with ISP for the
past four years and is leading the
Nashik o�ce. Watch this video to
know how he spends his day in ISP.

Dhwani Patel
Co Team Leader - Architect

She loves dancing, singing and is a
very good gardener and painter as
well. Watch this video to know what
she feels about working with ISP.

See the video See the video

From point cloud to BIM Modeling in Revit & Rendering in Enscape

See the video of how we  worked on this Clubhouse that's located in  Colorado.  Our remote engineers have
worked on this beautiful clubhouse's Architectural, Structural & Landscape Design (LOD: 300). The �awless
depiction of this clubhouse along with all the details was challenging in this project. The team accomplished
the project in the minimum duration and the maximum grade.

See how the team worked

We made people happy all around

The words aren't enough to describe this activity. True happiness comes from making others happy. And we did
it. Just watch the video and let us know how you feel.

See the video

#ISPTalks

Diwali Celebration

When it comes to celebrating the festival of Diwali - it reminds us to keep a connection with our roots, culture,
origin, and preserve  it. Following the nation’s culture and carrying ethnic wear always attracts the best
compliments on any occasion. We celebrated the whole week wearing unique traditional out�ts and having
delicious food with colleagues.

See More Photos

Russia to France, Israel to UK - All acknowledged India’s rise as
a major global power

The Design & Construction of this Aircraft: Designed by the Directorate of Naval Design and built through
modular construction, a total of 874 blocks are fabricated for the erection. This aircraft carrier can operate a
combination of Russian MiG-29K, Ka31 and the indigenous light combat aircraft. It will be powered by two
LM2500 gas turbines. The ship has an overall length of 260m and a breadth of 60m and its displacement
will be 40,000t. The ship can accommodate 1,600 personnel including ship company, airgroup and troops.
The Vikrant Class ships will be equipped with a modern early air warning radar, VHF or UHF tactical air
navigation and direction �nding systems. A combined gas turbine and gas turbine propulsion system will
power the ship. Four General Electric LM2500+ gas turbines driving two shafts will provide a total power of
80MW. The propulsion system provides a maximum speed of over 28kt. The ship will have a range of about
8,000nm. The design incorporates highly automated systems for machinery operation, ship navigation and
survivability.

GET SOCIAL WITH US

You received this letter because you are a subscriber of our company. You can unsubscribe at any time and no longer receive useful
letters from us
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